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Li st of s.mbols.

A area of cylinder cross section.

B cylinder width

G centre of gravity

metacentric height

I polar mass moment of inertia about G of the cylinder in air per unit

length

K wave exciting moment about Gw
K' wave exciting.moment about O
w
M metacentre

O intersection of watersurface with centre line of cylinder

ö vertical position of centre of gravity below the water surface

Q = , nondimensional damping coefficient of the coupled roll-sway
V'pr

PP PP equation.

T cylinder draught

T natural roll period by experiment

Y = Y' horizontal wave exciting force
W w

Z = Z' vertical wave exciting forcew w

hydrodynarnic mass or mass moment of inertia in the i-mode of motion

in the Oy'z'-system

a. mass coupling coefficient in the i-force (moment) equation by motioni]
in the j-mode of the Oy'z'-system

damping coefficient against motion in the i-mode

b.. damping coupling coefficient in the i-force (moment) equation by

motion in the j-mode.

hydrostatic restoring coefficient against a displacement in the i-

direction

g acceleration of gravity

2

k = 2! - wave number
X g

k, transverse radius of gyration about G of the cylinder in air.

mpA mass of the cylinder section.



iii

Pii coefficient of the mass term in the i-equation

p1. coefficient of the mass coupling term in the i-equation.

q1. coefficient of the damping term in the i-equation

q.. coefficient of the damping coupling term in the i-equation

r11 coefficient of the restoring term in the i-equation

y drift velocity

sway amplitude

z heave amplitude

z a mean depth under water to consider an effective wave slope

e maximum surface wave slope
w

ô logarithmic decrement of rolling motion

phase angle of K' with respect to wave elevation at O

phase angle o Y' with respect to wave elevation at O

phase angle of Z' with respect to wave elevation at O.

phase angle of swaying with respect to wave elevation at O.

phase angle of heaving with respect to wave elevation at O,

phase angle of rolling with respect to wave elevation at O.

phase angle of swaying with respect to rolling

wave amplitude

A wave length

q,,

y = - nondimensional roll damping coefficient for pure rolling
4

p specific mass of water

roll amplitude

wave frequency

natural rolling frequency by experiment

Wres resonance frequency obtained by prediction b,



Cylinder motions in beam waves.

by

Ir. J.H. Vugts.

Summary.

For the two dimensional case the motion of a body in waves is

formulated mathematically. The coupled roll-sway performance is

analysed. Coupling coefficients and the vertical position of the

centre of gravity play an important role in the ultimate effects.

The theoretical predictions are compared with experiments in a

small tank.
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1. Introduction.

An infinitely long cylinder in beam waves will perform

swaying, heaving and rolling motions. The motions are completely

determined by the hydrodynamic forces acting on the cylinder and

the mass distribution of the rigid body. Both types of quantities

can at present be evaluated beforehand, so that a theoretical

prediction of the motions is now possible. This will be elaborated

in section 2. It will turn out that sway and roll are mutually

coupled and that the amount of coupling is strongly dependent on

the vertical position of the centre of gravity. To check the

correctness of this mathematical model the resulting motions in beam

waves were computed and measured for a number of different conditions.

The cylinder used for this investigation has a rectangular cross-section

with a rounded bilge. It is studied at two different draughts. In

condition I the B/T-ratio is 2, in condition2 it is 4. In both

situations the centre of gravity is varied vertically so that in

total seven conditions are formed. They are summarized in Table L

See also figure 1.
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Table I: Cylinder conditions.

The experiments were carried out in a small tank of ca. 15 m. length

with a wetted cross-section of 0.50 x 0.55 m2. The wave-maker generated

waves of a constant amplitude of 0.01 m. lt is clear that for the longer

wave-periods the experiments were influenced by the restricted waterdepth

and possibly by the reflection o waves which were not fully damped

out at the beaches. The restricted waterdepth can approximately be

accounted for in the prediction of swaying and heaving, as will be shown.

Apart from the indirect effect via coupling with swaying the waterdepth

has little direct influence on rolling. The results of the experiments

can therefore be used satisfactorily to compare with the predictions,

which are based on deep water coefficients.

-4-

Condition 1. Condition 2.

1.1 1,2 1.3 1,4 2.1 2.2 2.3

cylinder length ni 0.50 0.50

beam B ni 0.40 0.40

draught T m 0.20 0.10

displacement kgf 40 20

m 0.1666 0.1833

ni 0.10 0.12 0.14 0.16 0.10 0.14 0.18

ni 0.10 0.08 0.06 0.04 0 -0.04 -0.08

ni 0.0666 0.0466 0.0266 0.0066 0.0833 0.0433 0.0033

- 0.167 0.117 0.067 0.017 0.208 0.108 0.008

k in air ni 0.1329 0.1329

k4,/B 0.332 0.332

r =pgA.
kgf.m

3.733 2.133 0.533 3.333 1.733 0.1333



The motions will also be analysed for the influence of the coupling

coefficients and for the effect of the vertical position of the

centre of gravity.

2. The theoretical prediction of the motions.

The equations of motion of the cylindrical body are expressed by:

= Y

m2 = Z

= K

The coordinate system Cyz is shown in figure I.

The right hand sides of these equations are composed of the hydrodynamic

forces due to the oscillations of the body and to the incoming waves.

As the hydrodynamic forces have nothing to do with rigid body characteristics

they are best expressed in the Oy'z'-system, which is independent of the

position of G. In a formal description of the linear forces, with

subsequently a simple reduction by hydrostatics and by symmetry

considerations, they can be expressed as:

._ ... .7 ,
Y' -a j'-b y'-a 4-b 4' +Y

yy yy y4' y4' w

Z = -a '-b '-c z'+Z' (2)zz zz zz w

K' _a4"_b4'3 'C4"...a4'Y'-b4''+K'

Transformation from Oy'z' to Gyz is obtained by:

y = y' -

z = z'

4' = 4''
Y = Y'; Y Y'

w w

Z = Z'; Z Z'
w w,_ ,

I
K = K +OG,y ; K =K'+,Y

w w w

-p.

(3)

Ï
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Substituting the ultimate result in (1) and rearranging the terms

gives:

where:

P m+a pA+a
yy yy yy

q =b
yy yy

p =a +OG.a
y4, y yy

q =b +OG.b
y y4 yy

p = I+a+ OG.a +ö2.a +.a
yy y+

- -
q = b + OG.b +0G .b + OG.b

4cf 44 41y yy y

r c+ OG.pgA = pgA,GM.

p a +OG.a
4y 4y yy

q =b +OG,b
4y 4y yy

p m+a pA+a
zz zz zz

q =b
zz zz

r =c pgB.
2z zz

p +q j'+ = Y
wyy_ yy

=
w w

p +q z+r z
zz zz zz w

(5)
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Y = Y = Y'sin(wt+c)w w a

Z' = Z = Z'sin(wt+e )w w a

t p

K = K sin(wt+c)
w a

The same practice as outlined above has been followed by Tasai to

formulate the motion problem of a ship model in beam seas [i].

All of the coefficients and the wave exciting forces in (4) can be computed

theoretically with good accuracy. This has been proved in [21, where

computations have been compared with experiments over a large range

of frequencies for (among other forms) the same sections as used here.

The one important exception is the roll damping coefficient b.

Viscous contributions in the roll damping are distinctly present and because

of their importance they must be accounted for. Therefore roll extinction

experiments have been done to provide an experimental value for q.
It will be seen that even very large variations in roll damping will

only effect the motion responses in the usually very narrow range of roll

resonance. Since all other quantities are obtained with sufficient accuracy

by direct computations from theoretical hydrodynamics assuming an ideal

fluid the motion predictions are essentially of a truly theoretical nature.

From (5) it is obvious that the vertical position of G may play an important

role in the coupled sway-roll performance. The influence of coupling may be

quite different for different distributions of the loading, that is for

different values of and I, while all coefficients a. . ,b.. and c..,
13 1] 13

remain essentially constant as long as the draught does not change. In the

programme under consideration I has also been kept constant, so that is the

only variable.

The computations have been carried out for four cases:

a) using only theoretical values for all of the quantities in the

equations (4) and (5);
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the value of the hydrodynarnic quantities a.., b.., Y ,Z', K' and
13 13 a a a

is given in ref [2J; unfortunately the is in error there,

it must be inverted with respect to -90 degrees; CK = when

M is above + 180° when M is below 0;

b)as above, but with an increased roll damping, so that q is equal

to the measured roll damping at the natural frequency of oscillation

in an extinction experiment; for other frequencies the increase is

kept constant; the selection of the value of is described in

section 3;

c)as in b),but with a a = b = b 0; this does not mean that
y 4y ycj cy

all coupling terms are zero, as p = p and q = qdo not vanish

because of the distance
;

d)according to the equation

L +±+4, -kz

2 w w

V

=ae e (6)

presenting the usual formulation of pure rolling in beam waves;

and are taken from the extinction experiments; Ze is taken equal

to T.

3.Extinction experiments in roll and their analysis

The extinction experiments were done with the model located in the

middle of the tank length and/or with the model close to the beach.

The results show large differences, as will be seen. Assuming that

the induced swaying can be neglected (y=O) the test is described by

equation (4) with Y = 0:

+ qc + r,4 0. (7)

In (7) r is known: r = pgA,, while p can be approximated

satisfactorily by measuring the natural period. Then q can be

solved by recording the roll angle c.

The natural period of the rolling is found to be:
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The measured T and the experimental q are presented in figure 3 for

condition I and in figure 4 for condition 2. For comparison the b

and given by potential theory are also indicated in the figures.

It is to be expected that the actual roll damping during the tests is

appreciably higher than a theoretical estimate because of the friction

of the water film between the end bulkheads of the cylinder and the tank

walls. The extinction experiments taken near the beach of the tank do

not exhibit this tendency in figure 3. The curve B drawn through the 4

measured points intersects the theoretical qfl-curve C. This must be

due to reflection effects, but it can not be explained further.

-9-
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T= _____________
(8)

For lightly damped oscillations (very small q compared to the product

p r) this results for in;

r T2

p
'

(9)
4

From (5) it turns out that p is composed of many different contributions

in which I, the massmoment of inertia in air, will generally dominate

the other terms. Yet (9) is thought to be a better approximation than

' I, because it automatically takes into account the influence of the

vertical position of G. Furthermore the relation (9) is much more

practical since it is not easy to determine I.

The damping coefficient q is determined by the decrease of the

oscillations, see figure 2. Putting;

qAA.
ln 1n4 (lO)2p B A

there results:



Unfortunately this fact was only established after the tests, while

only 2 experiments in the middle of the tank length were available.

The ultimate q -curve A, used in the motion predictions, is drawn

through these two points and its trend has been adapted to curve B.

Curve A does not intersect the theoretical curve C.

For condition 2 the same philosophy has been applied in figure 4.

Here even less measurements were available, so that the q -values are

of a somewhat disputable nature. However, this has no serious consequences

for the motion predictions.

It is remarkable that the mutual order of magnitude of the curves A and

B in figure 4 is contrary to that in figure 3. An explanation cannot be

given.

4.Experiments in waves,

4.1. The experimental set-up.

A sketch of the experimental facility is shown in figure 5.

The wave generator is of the flap type. During the tests the point

of rotation of the flap was at the tank bottom. The wave periods

were varied between 0.5 sec. and 2.4 sec. The wave height was kept

constant at 0.02 m from crest to trough. The wave maker setting

was determined before the actual tests without the model in the

tank. The stated waves are therefore the undisturbed, incoming waves.

However, it is possible that deviations from the nominal wave

height occur since the generated waves will not be reproduced

exactly.

The rolling was measured by a gyro installed in the cylinder,

The accuracy of the measurements is approximately + 0.2 degrees.

For swaying a vertical rod was installed which hinged at the

centre of gravity. It was connected to a very light cross which

was guided horizontally. The motion of the cross was measured by

a potentiometer; see figure 5. The accuracy of this set-up is

about i- 0.2 x 10 m.

Both roll angle and sway motion were recorded at a UV-recorder.

The recordings showed a stationary part of sufficient length so

that transient phenomena and later reflection and interference

effects could be separated distinctly from the desired information
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Said parts of the recordings were analysed manually to obtain the

roll angle
a'

sway amplitude
a'

tue phase difference of sway with

respect to roll and the drift velocity y. A typical example of

a recording is reproduced in figure 6.

4.2.The results of experiments nd predictions.

The predicted heaving and its phase with respect to the wave motion

at G is given in the figures 7 and 8. Heaving was not measured. By

the finite water depth the motion of the water particles in the

waves is deformed from a circle to an ellipse. The dotted line in

the heave prediction is obtained by multiplication with the ratio

(short axis ellipse at finite waterdepth) / (diameter circle at

infinite depth). The ratio has been determined at a depth of the

half draught of the section. This supposes that the dynamic performance

of the cylinder can be separated from the static response and that the

former is essentially unchanged. This seems a reasonable hypothesis

for a first approximation.

The various - values used in the predictions a, b and c of

section 2 are summarized in the figures AI and A7 at the end of the

paper. It is clear that the effect of the coupling coefficient bct

has a very great influence on and can flot be neglected; compare

the curves marked b and c, respectively.

The difference in the exciting moment used in the predictions a, b and

e on the one hand and the Froude-Krylov moment in prediction d on the

other hand is illustrated in the figures A2 and A8. It shows that the

Froude-Krylov hypothesis is not a satisfactory base to compute the rolling

moment.

The experimental results for rolling and swaying in condition I are

presented in the figures A3 through A6. The four predictions according

to section 2 are shown as well. The best theoretical prediction (curve

b) for swaying has been multiplied with the ratio (long axis ellipse

at finite waterdepth)/(diameter circle at infinite depth) to account

for the restricted waterdepth, just as in heaving.

The same information for condition 2 is given in the figures A9 through

AI 1.



An analogous correction for shallow water effects has been applied

to swaying.

The measured drift velocities of both conditions have been plotted

in figure A15 and A16,

5. Discussion of the results.

The theoretical predictions, which are fundamentally most correct,

are the curves marked b, The agreement between those curves and the

experiments is generally very satisfactory. That the top of the roll

resonance is lower or higher than the experiments is a direct

consequence of the chosen value of which could not be established

very accurately, as discussed in Section 3. The shift of the

theoretical resonance zone with respect to the experimental resonance

is of more fundamental interest, since it does not depend on q.
Yet it is not of great importance, considering the state of the art

and possible practical applications. That the mathematical model is

basically correct, is indicated clearly by the dip in the sway-curve

and by the phase-relation . The measurements of c show an
y4 y4

unexpected jump of about 180 degrees in some conditions, which is also

predicted by the computations.

The completely theoretical curves marked a nearly coincide with the

curves b, except for a narrow range about roll resonance. The increased

roll damping lowers the arti0l1, smooths the coupling effects

of roll into sway and flattens the phase difference, but leaves the

predictions further unchanged.

The same cannot be said about the curves marked c. It is clearly not

a matter of accuracy but of the utmost importance to take due account

of the coupling coefficients a = a and b = b . This is most
4y y4 4y y

clearly demonstrated by the phase difference where the c-curves

are distinctly in error. The greater the distance Ö (positive for

condition 1, or negative for condition 2) the greater their influence,

-12-
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The predictions d, obtained by the familiar equation (6) for pure

rolling in beam waves, differ in one case only slightly from the

experiments (e.g. condition 1.2), in another case greatly. The general

tendency of the coupling effects with swaying is to lower and

to narrow the roll response, especially at the high frequency side.

This can easily be shown by vector diagrams of the left hand side

of the roll equation of motion, using the computed c. This effect

is paricularly seen jn condition 2,1. and 2.2. The phase

lag does, of course, not show a jump of approximately 180 degrees

as the predictions a and b and the experiments do in the conditions

1.4, 2.2 and 2.3. That the method d is not to be recommended for general

use Ls also illustrated by condition 2. 1. Here O so that for a=

= by, O rolling and swaying are fully decoupled. In principle

now method c and d are equal, except for the precise value of p and

q and determination of the exciting moment. These moments differ greatly,

as is shown in figure A8. As a consequence the roll responses c and d

differ also greatly; figure A9.

The exciting moment about G is composed of the hydrodynamic moment about

O and the sway force:

K =K' +.Y'.
w w w

K' and Y' are either in phase or in counterphase depending on the

position of the metacentre M with respect to O. The distance may be

positive or negative. Therefore K may become zero for a certain wave

frequency and change in phase. This is shown in condition 2.2 at ui=4.55 sec.
In the conditions 1.4 and 2.3 the phase of K is contrary to that of

the other conditions I and 2, respectively, for all frequencies.

It appears that the influence of shallow water on swaying can be accounted

for reasonably by multiplication of the response with the ratio (long

axis ellipse)! (diameter circle), given by the motion of the water

particles in the wave at restricted and infinite depth. The experimental

scatter is no doubt a consequence of wave reflection and subsequent

interference effects, which were present for waves with periods longer

-13-
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than 1.5 sec. In the very low frequency range the measured roll angles

generally show a slight hump. This must be attributed to a stronger

coupling with swaying in the experiments by the much larger yats

than predicted. However, it is of no practical importance.

Finally the theoretical results marked b for condition I and for

condition 2 have been plotted non-dimensionally in figure Al2 en A13,

using /B as a parameter. The base of these figures is
res

, where

Wres is the frequency where the largest
a

is found in the respective

curves labelled b. The figures exhibit some interesting features.

Rolling is a typical resonance phenomenon, When plotted on the basis

of tuning factor the curves nearly coincide, There is a very narrow

peak, which has a slight tendency to become somewhat broader when the

decreases. Little can be said about the maximum magnification factor

for the various conditions I or 2 separately. But for condition I as a

whole it is roughly twice as large as for condition 2. This is not

explained by the nondimensional damping coefficients Q = q/p1Ç
which have been plotted in fig. A14, Q is equivalent to v for the one

degree of freedom rolling. But contrary to Q does not solely conttol the

rolling at resonance by the coupling effects.

Swaying on the other hand is an absolute phenomenon mainly dependent

on the waves. Plotted on wave frequency the curves for the various

conditions I practically coincide (fig.A3-A6), just as for the conditions

2 (fig.A9-AII).

Only at roll resonance there is a different performance by coupling. On

a basis of roll tuning factor the various sway curves are distinctly

different (fig.Al2 and A13), The influence of the coupling effects,

causing the hump and hollow in the sway curves, decreases strongly, when

decreases. Both the magnitude and the width of the influenced range

become less.

The phase difference c is a relative quantity, just as rolling. For

condition c, varies somewhat with /B, for condition 2 hardly any

difference can be noticed.
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During the tests the drift velocities have been measured. The fact

that there is a drift velocity shows that apart from the oscillatory

lateral force a mean component must be present. No attempt has been

made to predict or to analyse this effect, but the experimental results

are shown in the figures A15 and A16. It is not impossible that

especially these secondary effects are strongly influenced by the test

circumstances as the way of generating waves and the dimensions of the

tank. So the information must be handled carefully.

6. Conclusions.

I The experiments show that the mathematical model of section 2 is

fundamentally correct. Roll and sway are coupled by comprehensive

coefficients made up of the actual coupling coefficients and

b , of the hydrodynamic sway coefficients a and b and of the4y _2y
vertical position of the centre of gravity OC.

Taking account of the coupling coefficients a and bci is not a matter

of improving the accuracy, but of primary importance for the mathematical

model to exhibit the essential characteristics of the phenomena.

Compare the curves labelled b and c in the figures A3-A6 and A9-AI 1.

Increasing the roll damping does not introduce any new aspect in the

motions; it solely lowers the peak value in rolling, flattens the hump

and hollow in the sway-curve at roll resonance and makes the phase

transition less steep. See the curves a and b in the figures A3-A6

and A9-A1I.

In general the Fronde-Krylov moment can not be considered as a sound

base for the excitation in rolling. See figure A2 and A8. The actual

moment is not only dependent on the metacentric height, so on the

relative position of C and M, but also on the absolute position of G

and M with respect to the water surface,
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The one degree of freedom prediction (curves d in the figures A3-

A6 and Ag-All) sometimes offers reasonable results, sometimes the

results are poor. It is better to use an advanced method of prediction,

which takes account of the important variables,

The influence of the coupling of roll into sway is not large; see

figure Al2 and A13. The influence still decreases for diminishing

{. The influence of the coupling of sway into roll can not be

estimated beforehand, Et will depend on the shape of the section,

the condition of loading and the vertical position of the centre of

gravity. So it may be quite different in different cases. The general

tendency is to lower and to narrow the roll response, especially at

the high frequency side.

For the various sub-conditions the relative roll response is very

similar, both to magnitude and phase, despite the large differences

in /B. See figure Al2 and A13.

The shallow water effect on swaying is very reasonably accounted for

by multiplication of the deep water response with the ratio (long

axis ellipse)/(diameter circle) of the track of the water particles

in the wave.
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Dit rapport is het tweede dat voortvloeit uit het uitgebreide
researchprogramrna, onderhanden bij het Laboratorium voor
Scheepsbouwkunde van de Technische Hogeschool te Delft eñ
dat tot doe! heeft het verifiëren van een theoretische methode
voor het bepalen van scheepsbewegingen.

Eerder in 1968 verscheen rappórt no. 112 S ,,De hydrodyna-
mische coëfficiënten voor het verzetten, dompen en slingeren
van cilinders in can vrije vibeistof opperviakte" van dezelfde
auteur. In deze publikatie zijn de coëffici6nten die de grondele-
menten vormen voor het bepalen van de scheepsbewegingen be-
rekend met de potentiaaltheorie en gecontroleerd door proeven
met een aantal cilindrisehe lichamen. De overeenkomst bleek
bevredigend en de werkzaamheden ztllen worden voortgezet
met werkelijke, driedimensionale, scheepsmodellen.

In dit tweede rapport zijn de resultaten toegepast op de be-
wegingen van een oneindig lange cilindervormindwarsinkornende
golven teneindedeslingerbeweging en de köppeling daarvan met
verzetten te analyseren. Door de theoretisch bepaalde bewegin-
gen te vergelijken met de resultaten van metingen voor een vrij

-ijvend cilindermodel wordt geverifleerd of het mathematisch
.iodel defysische realiteit dekt.

De slinger-verzet beweging, verdient speciale aandacht omdat
de koppel-coöfficiënten endeplaats van bet zwaartepunt ten op-
zichte van de waterlijn van groot belang zijn Bij slingerresonan
tie spelenook visceuze effecten een grote rol.

Uit de resultaten blijkt onder andere dat het beschouwen van
zuiver slingeren tot niet te verwaarlözen fòuten kan leiden en dat
hetzelfde geldt voor het toepassen van de veci gebruikte Froude-
Krylov hypothese voor het door golven opgewekte moment.
Voor een betrouwbare prognose wordt aanbevolen Orn een me-
thode toe te passen die de koppeling en de iñvloed van de plaats
van het zwaartepunt verdisconteert.

HT ÑEDERLANDSSCLÍEEPSSTIJDIÈCENTRUM TNO

Thisreport isthe secondoneresulting from the extensiveresearch
programme that is being carried out by the Shipbuilding Lab-
Oratory of the Delft University of Technology and that aims at
a verificationof a theoreticat approach for the prediction of ship
motions.

Earlier in 1968, report no 1l2S "The hydrodynamic coeffi-
cients for swaying heavmg and rolling cylinders in a free sur
face" by the same author, was published. In thispublication the
coefficients which form the basic elements for the ship motion
prediction werecomputed with the potential theory and checked
by experiments with a number of cylindrical shapes The agree
ment proved to be satisfactory and the work will proceed with
actual, threedimensional, shiprnodels.

In this second report the results have been applied to the
motions of an infinitely long cylinder in beam waves to analyse
the rol!ing motion and itscoupling with swaying. By comparing
the theoretically predicted motions with the results of measure-
ments for a freely floating cylinder model, it is verified whether
the mathematical model covers the physièal reaIity

The roil-sway motion deserves specialattention asthe coupling
coefficients and the positionof the centre of gravity with respect
to the waterline are of great importance. At roll resonance vis-
cous effects play an important roleas well

From the results it appears, among other things, that consid-
ering only pure rolling may lead to unnegligible errors and that
the often used Froude-Krylov hypothesis for themomentexcited
by wavesmay have asimilar effect. For a reliable prediction it is
recommended t0 use a method which includescouplingand the
influence of the position of the centre of gravity.

THE NETHERLANDS SHIP RESEARCH CENTRE TNO

VOORWOORD PREFACE
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LIST O.F SYMBOLS

A Area of cylinder cross section
B Cyliñder width
G Centre of gravity

Ai Metacentric height
I Polar mass moment of inertia about G of the cylinder in air per unit length

K Wave exciting moment about G .

K' Wave exciting moment about O
M Metacentre
O Intersection of watersurface with centre line of cylinder
0G Vertical position of centre of gravity below the water surface

q464,

Q = -------- Nondimensional damping coefficient of the coupled roll-sway equation

T Cylinder draught
T4, Natural roll period by experiment

= Y, Horizontal wave exciting force
Z,, = Z',,, Vertical wave exciting force

a11 Hydrodynamic mass or mass moment of inertia in the i-mode of motion in the Oy'z'-system
a,j Mass coupling coefficient in the i-force (moment)equation by motion in the j-mode of the Oy'z'-system
b1 Damping coefficient against motion in the i-mode

Damping coupling coefficient in the i-force (moment) equation by motion in the j-mode
Hydrostatic restoring coefficient against a displacement in the i-direction

g Acceleration of gravity
2it w2

k = = - Wave number
..t g

k4, Transverse radius of gyration about G of thecylinder in air
m = eA Mass of the cylinder per unit length

Coefficient of the mass term in the i-equation.

pli Coefficient of the mass coupling term in the i-equation
q11 Coefficient of the damping term in the i-equation
q11 Coefficient of the damping coupling term in the i-equation
r11 Coefficient of the restoring term in the i-equation

Drift velocity

Ya Sway amplitude
Za Heave amplitude

A mean depth under water to consider an effective wave slope
Maximum surface wave slope
Logarithmic decrement of rolling motion

.6,« Phase angle of K' with respect to wave elevation at O
Phase angle of Y' with respect to wave elevation at O
Phase angle of Z,,' with respect to wave elevation at O
Phase angle of swaying with respect to wave elevation 'at O
Phase angle of heaving with respect to wave elevation at O
Phase angle of rolling With respect to wave elevatiOn at O
Phase angle of swaying with respect to rolling
Wave amplitude
Wave length

- /
q4,4,

Nöndimensional roll damping coefficient for pure rolling
-V p4,4,r4,4,

q Specific mass of water

d'a Roll amplitude
w Wave frequency
(04, Natural rolling frequency by experiment
0res Resonance frequency obtained by prediction b (see section 2)



CYLINDER MOTiONS IN BEAM WAVES *

by

r. J. 'H'. VUGTS

Summary

For the two-dimensional case the motionof a body in waves is formulated mathematically. The coupled roll-sway performance. is
analysed. Coupling coefficients and the vertical position of the centre of gravity play an important role in the ultimateèffects. The
theoretical predictions are compared with experiments in a small tank.

i Introduction . of gravity is varied vertically so that in total seven

An infinitely long cylinder in beam Waves Will perform
swaying, heaving and rolling motions. The motions
are completely determined by the hydrodynamic forces
acting on the cylinder and the mass distributjon of the
rigid body. Both types of quantities can at present be
evaluated beforehand, so that a theoretical prediction
of the motións is now possible. This. will be elaborated
in section 2. It will turn, out that sway and roll are
mutually coupled and that the amount of coupling is
strongly dependent on the vertical position of the
centre of gravity. To check the correctness of this
mathematical' model the resulting motions in beam
waves were computed and measured for a number of
different conditions.

The cylinder used' for this investigation has a rectangu-
lar cross section with 'a rounded bilge. It is studied at
two different draughts. In conditión 1 the B/T-ratio'
is 2, in condition 2 it is 4. In both situations the centre

Table I: Cylinder conditions

conditiOns are formed'. They are summarized in
Table I. See also figure 1.

z z"
Fig. 1. Systemof coordinates

* Publication'.no. 37 of the Shipbuilding Laboratory of the
Deift University of Technology.

7

Condition i ' ' Condition 2

L 1.1 1.2 1.3 . 1.4 2.1 2.2 2'.3

cyliñder length rn 0.50 ' 0.50
breadth B rn ' . 0.40 ' '40
draUght T rn. . 0.20' . 'Q.lO

'displacement ' kgf i, 40 20
KM rn ' 0.1666 , 0.1833

0.10 0.12 ' 0.14 . ' 0.16 0.10 0.14' ' 0.18m '

'0G ' m 0.10 , ' 008 0.06 0.04 0 -th04 -0.08
GM m ' 0666. ' 04'66 0.0266 OE0066 0.0833' 04'33 , 0.0033

if B ' - :, 0.167 '0.117 0.067 0.017 0.208 0.108 0.008

k,, in. air' rn . 0.1329 ' 0.1329
k/B - ' '0.332 0.332

5.333 3.733 2..t3 0.533 3.333 1.733 . 0.1333r'=QgÁ 'kgfrn/rn



The experiments Were carried out in .a small tank
of ca. 15 m length with a wetted cross section of
0.50 x 0.55 m2. The wave maker generated waves of
a constant amplitude of 0.01 m It is clear that for the
longer wave periods the experiments were influenced
by the restricted waterdepth and possibly by the
reflection of waves which were not fully damped out
at the beaches. The restricted waterdepth can approxi-
mately be accounted for in the prediction of swaying
and heaving, as will be shown. Apart from the indirect
effect via coupling with swaying the waterdepth has
little direct influence on rolling. The results of the
experiments can therefore be used satisfactorily to be
compared with the predictions, which are based on
deep water coefficients.

The motions will also be analysed for the influence
of the coupling coefficients and for the effect of the
vertical position of the centre of gravity.

2 The theoretical prediction ofthemotions

The equations of motion of the cylindrical body are
expressed by

mj,' = Y
,nï = Z
14) = K

The coordinate system Gyz is shown in figure 1. The
right hand sides of these equations are composed of
the hydrodynamic forces due to the oscillations of the
body and to the, incoming waves As the hydrodynamic
färces have nothing to do with rigid body character-
istics they are best expressed in the Oy'z'-system,
which is independent of the position of G (see figure 1).
In a formal description of the linear forces, with sub-
sequently a simple reduction b.y hydrostatics and by
symmetry consideratións as discussed in [2]., they can
be expressed as

=

= . (2)

K' = - a' - bçY - c44)' - aj' - b5" + K,

Transformation from Oy'z' to Gyz is obtained by

y = y'-0Gçb'

z = z'

4) = 4)'

Y = Y'; Y =

Z = Z'; Z,, = Z,,

K = K' + 0G Y'; K,, '= K,, ± OG Y,

I
'(I)

(3)

Substituting the ultimate result in equations '(1) and
rearranging the terms gives

p9 + q5' ± p3,/ ± = Y

= K+0G Y,, (4)

= Z,,

where

pyp = m+a = QA+a

q» = b»

P4. = a4,+ 0G

q4, = b+0Gb
= 1± a+öa4, +0G2 a,+0G a4,

q=
= c,.+0GqgA = QgAGM

'(5)pçy =

q4, =

= m±a =
q = b.

= = qgB

Yl = YW = Y'sin(cot+e)'

Z, = Z = Zsin(wt+c)
= Ksin(w1±sK)

The same practice as outlined abov,ehas been followed
'by Tasai to formulate the motion problem of a ship
model in beam seas [1].

All the coefficients and the wave-exciting forces ir
equation (4) can be computed theoretically with good
'accuracy by potential theory. This has been proved in
[2], where computations have been compared with
experiments over a large range of frequencies for
(among other forms) the same' sections as used here.
The one important exception is the roll damping
coefficient b4,. Viscous contributions in the roll.

damping are distinctly present and because of their
importance they must be accounted for. Therefore
roll: extinction experiments have been done t provide
an experimental valùe fOr q. It will be seen that even
very large variations in roll damping will only effect
the motion responses in the usually very narrow
range of roll resonance. Since all other quantities are
obtained with sufficient accuracy by direct computa-
tions from theoreticâl hydrodynamics, an ideal fluid
being assumed, the motion predictions are essentially
of a truly theoretical nature.



For lightly damped oscillations (very small q4,4, com-
pared to the product p4,4,r4,4,) this results for P4,4, in

'r2I4,4,i,1,
P4,4, = 42

From equation(S) it turns out that p4,4, is.composed of
many different contributions in which I, the mass-
moment of inertia in air, will generally dominate the
other terms. Yet equation (9) is thought to be a better
approximation than p4,4, . J, because it automatically
takes into account the influence of the vertical position
of G. Furthermore the relation (9) is much more practi-
cal since it is not easy to determine I.

'The damping coefficient q4,4, is determined by the
decrease of the oscillations, see figure 2. Putting

= - -'-- T4, = lnçbBlnA (10)

it results in

r 27f
r4,4, p4,4,

94,4, [22

(9)

(1 )

The measured T4, and the experimental' q4,4, are pre-

6_L
e2P$, =e T

Hg. 2 Extinction .curve for roll

sented in figure 3 for condition I and in figure 4 for
condition 2. For comparison the b4,4, and q4,4, given by
potential theory are also indicated in the figures.

It is to be expected that the actual: roll damping dur-
ing the tests is appreciably higher than' a theoretical
estimate because of' the friction of the water film be-
tween the end bulkheads of the cylinder and the tank
Walls. The extinction experiments taken near the beach
of the tank do not 'exhibit this tendency in figure 3.
The curve 'B drawn through the 4 measured points
intersects: the theoretical q4,4,-curve C This must be
düe to reflection effects, but it cannot be explained
further.

Unfortunately thi fact Was only established after
the tests, while only 2 experiments, in the middle of the

From equations (5) it is obvious that the vertical
position oíG may play an important role in the coupled
sway-roll performance. The influence of coupling may
be quite different for differént distributions of the
loading, that is for different values of 0G and! I, while
all coefficients a., b, and c, remain essentially con-
stant as long as the draught dòes not change. In the
programme under consideration ¡ has also been kept
constant, so that 0G is the only variable.

The computations have been carried out for four
cases

using only theoretical values for all of the quantities
in the equations (4) and (5);
the value of the hydrodynamic quantities a1, b.1,
Ya', Za', Ka' and e is given in ref. [2]; unfortun-
ately the a in figures 11.1-11.5 is in error there,
it must be inverted with respect to 90 dégrees;

= when M is above 0, 8KC

when M is below 0;
as above, but with an increased roll damping, so
that q is equal! to the measUred roll damping at
the natural frequency of oscillation in an extinction
experiment; for other frequencies the increase is
kept constant; the selection of the value of q is.

described in section 3;
as in b., but with a, = a4,, = b,4, = b4,, = O; this
does not mean that all! coupling terms are zero, as
p,,1, = p4,, and q,4, = q,, do not vanish because
of the distance ö;
according to the equation

= - kZa (6)
w4,

presenting the usual formulation of pure rolling
in beam waves; w4, and y4, are .taken from the
experiments; Ze is taken equal to T.

3 Extinction experiments in roll and their analysis

The extinction experiments were done With the model
located in the middle of the tank length and/or with
the model close to the beach. The results show large
differences, as will be seen. Assuming that the induced
swaying can be neglected (y = 0) the test is described
by equation (4) with Y,, = K, = O

P,4,(/) + q4,4,ç) + 14,4,4) = 0. (7)

In equation (7) r4,4, is known: r4,4, = gA f, while
p4,4, can be approximated satisfactorily by measuring
the natural period. Then q4,4, can be solved by recording
the roll angle dL

The natural period of the rolling is found to be

T4, (8)-
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tank length were available The ultimate q-curve A,
used in the motion predictions, is drawn through these
two points and its trend has been adapted to curve B.
Curve A does not intersect the theoretical curve C.

For condition 2 the same philosophy has been
applied, in figure 4. Here even fewer measurements
were available, so that the q-values are of a some-
what disputable nature. However, this has no serious
consequences for the motion pr&lictions

It is remarkable that the mutual order of magnitude
of the curves A and B in figure '4 is contrary to that in
figure 3. An explanation cannot be given.

4 Experiments in regular waves'

4..l The experimental set-up

A sketch of the experimental facility is shown in
figure 5. The wave generator is of the' flap type. During
the tests' the, point of rotation of the flap was at the
tank bottom. The wave perióds were varied between
OES sec and 2.4 sec. The wave height was kept con-
stant at 0.02 m from crest to trough. The wave maker
setting was determined before the actual tests without
the model in the tank. The waves stated are therefore
the undisturbed, incoming Waves. However, it is
possible that deviations from the nominal wave height
occur since the generated waves will not be reproduced:
exactly.

The rolling was measured by a gyro installed in the

._. .- .a..

w a.v e
e nerator'

()

cylinder The accuracy. of the measurements is ap-
proximately ± 0.2 degrees. For swaying a vertical rod
was installed which hinged at the centre of gravity. It
was connected to a very light cross which was guided
horizontally. The motion of the cross Was measured by
a potentiometer, see figure 5. The accuracy of this
set-up is aboUt ± 02x1O3 m

Both roll angle and sway motion were recorded at a
UV-recorder. The recordings showed a stationary part
of sufficient length so that transient phenomena and
later reflection and interfèrence effects cötild be
separated distinctly from the information desired.

The parts of the recordings mentiOned were anal-
ysed manually to obtain the roll angle 4, sway am-
plitude Ya' the phase difference of sway with respect
to roll and the drift velocity y. A typical example of
a recording is. reproduced infigure 6.

to sway
potentiometer

sway potentiometer

Fig. 6. Example of the experimental resùlts

Fig. 5. Sketch of the
expeEimental set-up

11
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4.2 The results of experiments and predictions

The predicted heaving and its phase with respect to the
wave motion at G is given in the figures 7 and. 8.
Heaving was not measured. By the finite water depth
the motion' of the water particles in the. waves is de
formed from a circle to an ellipse. The dotted line in
the heave prediction is obtained by multiplication
with the ratio (short axis ellipse at finite waterdepth)/
(diameter circle at infinite depth )The ratio has been
determined at.adepth of the half draught of the:section.
This supposes that the dynamic performance of the
cylinder can be separated from' .the static response
and that the former is essentially unchanged. This
seems a reasonablehypothesis fora firstapproximation.

The various q-values used in the prèdictions a, b
and c of section 2 are summarized' in the figures Al
and Al at the end of the paper. It is clear that the
effect of the coupling coèfficient b has a very great
influence on q and cannot be neglected; compare

m
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for shalLow
Water
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the curves marked b and c, respectively.
The difference in the exciting moment used in the

predictiOns a, band c on the one hand' and the Froude-
Krylov moment in prediction d' on the other hand is
illustrated in the figures A2 and A8. it shows that the
Froude-Krylov hypothesis is not a satisfactory base
to compute the rolling moment.

The experimental results for rolling and swaying in
condition i are presented in the figures A3 through A6.
The four predictions according to section 2 are shown
as well. The best theoretical prediction (curve b) for
swaying has been multiplied with the ratio (long axis
ellipse at finite waterdepth)/ (diameter circle at in-

finite depth) to account for the restricted waterdepth,
just as in heaving.

The same information for condition 2 is given in the
figures A9 through All. An analogous correction for
shallow water effects has been applied to swaying.

The measured drift velocities of both conditiOns
have been plotted in figure Al 5 and A 16.

m
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Fig. 7. Computed heaving for condition i Fig. 8. Computed heaving for condition 2



5 Discussion of the results The excitiñg moment about G is cómposed of the
hydrodynamic moment abOut O and the sway force

The theoretical predictions, which are fundamentally
most correct, are the curves marked b. The agreement
between those curves and the experiments is generally
very satisfactory. That the top of the roll resonance is
lower or higher than the experiments is a direct con-
sequence of the chosen value of q,4,, which could not
be established very accurately, as discussed in section 3.
The shift of the theoretical resonance zone with
respect to the experimental resonance is ofmore fun-
darnental interest,.since it does not depend on q.
Yet it is not of giat importance, considering the
state of the art and 'p'ossible practical applicatiOns.
That the mathematical model is basically correct, is
indicated clearly by the dip in the sway-curve an4 by
the phase-relation e. The measurements of a, show
an unexpected jum',Of. about 180 degrees in some
conditions, which ialSO'. fund by the computations.

The completely theoretical. curves, marked a, nearly
coincide with the curves b, except for a narrow range
about roll resonance. The increased roll damping
lowers the 4a-prediction, smooths the coupling effects
of roll into sway and flattens the phase difference, but
leaves the predictions further unchanged.

The same cannot be said about the curves marked c.
It is. clearly not a matter of accuracy but of the utmost
importance to take 'due account of the coupling coeffi-
cients a4,y = a4, and This is most clearly
demonstrated by the phase difference e, where the
c-curves are distinctly in error. The greater the distance
0G (positive for condition I, or negative for condition
2) the greater their influence

The predictions'd, obtained by the familiar equation
(6) for pure rolling in beam waves, differ in one case
orly slightly from the experiments (e.g. condition 1.2),
in another case greatly. The general tendency of the
coupling effects with swaying is to lower and to narrow
the roll response, especially at the high' frequency side
This can easily be shown by vector diagrams of the
left-hand side of the roll equation of motion, using the
'computed e. This effect is particularly seen in condi-
tion 2.1 and 2.2. The phase lag r does, of course, not
sbow a jump of approximately 180 degrees as the
predictions a and b and the experiments do in the
conditions 1.4, 2.2 and 2.3. That the method d is not
to be recommended for general use is also illustrated
by condition 2.1. Here 0G = O so that for a» =
= = = b = O rolling and swaying are fully
decoupled. In principle now method e and d are equal,
except for the precise value of p and q and deter-
mination of the exciting moment. These momentsdiffer
greatly, as is shown in figure A8. As a consequence
the roll responses cand d differ also greatly; figure A9.

K=
K, and y,; are either in phase or in counterphase
depending on the position ofthe metacentre M with
respect to O. The distance 0G may be positive or
negative. Therefore K may become zero for a certain
wave frequency and change in phase. This is shown in
condition 2.2 at w = 4.55 sec. In the conditions 1.4
and 2.3 the phase of K is contrary to that of the other
conditions I and 2, respectively, for all frequencies.

It appears that the influence of shallow water on
swaying can be accounted for reasonably by multipli
cation of the respoflse with the ratio '(long axis ellipse)!.
(diameter circle), given by the motion of the water
particles in the wave at restricted and infinite depth.
The experimental scatter is no doubt a consequence of
wave reflection and subsequent interfèrence effects;
which were present for waves with periods longer
than 1.5 sec. In the very low frequency, range the,
measured roll angles generally show a slight hump.
This must be attributed to a stronger coupling with
swaying in the experiments by the much larger Ya
values than predicted.. However, it is 'of no practical
importance.

Finally the theoretical results marked b for con-
dition I and for'condition 2 have been plotted non-
dimensionally in figure Al.2 en A13, using GM/B as a
parameter. The base of these figures is w/w' where
(Ores is the frequency where the largest 4, is fóund in the
respective curves labelled b. The figures exhibit some
interesting features. Rolling is a typical resonance
phenomenon. When plotted on 'the basis of tuning fac-
tor the curves nearly coincide. There is a very narrow
peak, which has a slight tendency to become some-
what broader when the GM decreases Little can be said
.about the maximum magnification factor for the
various conditions 1 or 2 separately. But for condition
1 as a whole it'is roughly' twice as large as for condi-
tion 2. This is not explained by the nondimensional
damping coefficients Q = q/pr which have
been plotted in figure A14. Q is equivalent to v for
the' one degree of freedom rolling. 'But contrary to
v1, Q does not solely control the rolling at resonance
by the coupling effects.

Swaying on the other hand is an absolute phenom-
enon mainly dependent on the waves. Plotted on wave
frequency the curves for the various conditions i prac-
tically coincide (figures A3A6), just as for the con-
ditions 2 (figures A9All). Only at roll resonance
there is a different performance by coupling. On a
basis of roll tuning factor the various sway curves are

13
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distinctly different (figures Al.2 and A13); The in-
fluence of the coupling effects, causing the hump and
hollow in the sway curves, decreases strongly, when
M decreases. Both the magnitude and the width of

the influenced range become less.
The phase difference a is a relative quantity, just as

rolling. For condition I s., varies somewhat with
GM/B, for condition 2 hardly any difference can be
noticed.

During the tests the drift velocities have been measured.
The fact that there is a drift velocity shows that apart
from the oscillatory lateral force a mean component
must be present. No attempt has been made to predict
or to analyse this effect, but the experimental' result
are shown in the figures Al'5 and A16. It is not im-
possible that especially these secondary effects are
strongly influenced by 'the test circumstances as the
way of generating waves and the dimensions of the
tank. So the information must be used carefully.

6 Conclusions

The experiments show that the mathematical model
of section 2 is fundamentally correct. Roll and
sway are coupled by comprehensive coefficients
made up of the actual coupling coefficients and
bd,,, of the hydrodynamic sway coefficients a, and

and of the vertical, position of the centre of
gravity 0G.
Taking the coupling coefficients a4, and into
account is not a matter of improving the accuracy,
but of primary importance for the mathematical
model to exhibit the essential characteristics of the
phenomena. Compare the curves labelled b and c
in the figures A3A6 and A9All.

I Increasing the roll damping does not introduce any
new aspect in the motions; it solely lowers 'the peak
value in rolling, flattens the hump and hollow in
the sway-curve at roll resonance and makes the
phase transition less steep. See the' curves a and b
in 'the figures A3A6 and A9Al.l.

4. In general the Froude-Krylov moment cannot be
considered as a sound base for the excitation in
rolling. See figure A2 and A8. The actual moment

is not only dependent on the metacentric height,
so on the relative position of G and M, but also on
the absolute position of G and M with respect to
the Water surface.
The one degree of freedom prediction (curves d in
the figures A3-A6 and A9Al'l) sometimes offers
reasonable results, sometimes the results are poor.
It is better to use an advanced method of predic-
lion, which takes the important variables into
account.
The influence of the coupling of roll into sway is
not large; see figure Al2 and A13. The influence
still decreases for diminishing GM. The influence
of the coupling of sway into roll cannot be esti-
mated beforehand. It will depend on the shape of
the section, the conditiön of loading and the
vertical position of the centre of gravity. So it may
be quite different in different cases. The general
tendency is to1owerand to narrow the roll response,
especially at the high frequency side.
For the various sub-conditións the relative roll
response is very similar, both to magnitude and
phase, despite the large differences in GM/B. See
figure Al2 and A13.
The shallow water effect on swaying is very
reasonably accounted for by multiplication of the
deep water response with the ratio (long axis ellipse)
¡(diarneter circle) of the track of the water particles
in the wave.
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